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Abstract

   We  propose an  extension  of  the  Standard  Model  (SM) containing  new

ansatz  on  the structure  of  Yukawa  couplings  with  Universal Strength of

Yukawa  couplings  (USY) for lepton sector. It describes that the left-hand-

ed  Majorana  neutrino  mass  exists,  the  Dirac mass  for neutrino  is the

same  as  that  for charged  lepton sector,  and  the  strength  of  vector-like

charged  lepton couplings  with  singlet  scalar  is the same  as  that ofvector-

like down-type quark.  Under  this ansatz  the  mass  hierarchy between

neutrino  and  charged  lepton can  be explained.  Then the neutrino  mass

matrix  can  be reproduced.

1. Introduction

   At present, phenomena  of  particle physics  are  almost  understood  with-

in the SM[1]. However  there are  many  problems  in the SM  model,  particu-

larly the  determination of  Yukawa  couplings  is one  of  the most  salient

ones.  In order  to solve  this problem,  many  suggestions  were  proposed  in

literatures. The  USY  hypothesis was  proposed as  an  interesting solution

in 1990[2]. Studies of  the  USY  hypothesis were  started  from the formula-

tion of  quark  sector[2-9]. Then  that of lepton sector  was  dohe[10-14]. The

extended  USY  SM  with  extra  fermions has been  also investigated[5,10-

12].

   In this article we  propose a  new  ansatz  for Iepton sector  in USY  model

with  some  vector-like  fermions, charged  lepton( E,EC  ), down-type
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quark(  D,DC  ) and  right-handed neutrinos.

   This article  is organized  as  fo11ows. In Sec 2, the  USY  models  fbr the

lepton sector  is reviewed.  In Sec 3, the model  with  new  ansatz  is present-

ed.  Sec.4 is devoted to the summary  and  discussion.

2. Review  ofUSY  in lepton sector.

   In literatures, the models  with  the USY  hypothesis for the lepton sec-

tor have been studied[5,10-12].  These studies  are  summarized  in table.1.

It is shown  in Refs. [10-12] that the respective  phases  of  Yukawa  cou-

plings are  connected  to the  lepton mass  ratios.

TABLE  1. The  studies  on  the USY  for the lepton sector

Reference
DiracTrm--MajoranaExtraleton

Feature!t!S!gcmassmass

ThisExplainedo o Three Possibilityof

paper veetor-like Cv-Cr-C.-Cd

chargedleptons

andthree

vector-like,neutrlnos

[10] Not o 0 × Specialansatzforphasestructure

=>sin220.,.=O,933,

sin22e.=o.olg(SIM},

andsrnallleptonm{xing

[5] Not o × Three SU(4).LXSU(4).nXSU(2)LXSU(2)RXU{1)r

vecter-like symmetrybreaking.

chargedleptons

andthree

vector-like

neutrinos

[11] Not × o × Seesawmechanisminneutrinosector

=>sin22e..=O.8g4,

sin22e.,=1.0(LAdi4),

andlargeleptonmixingtt

[121 Not o × FourthordinarySrnallphaseinYukawacouplings

neutrino andlargeleptonmixing
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   We  review  the diagonalization of  a  mass  matrix  with  USY.  A  3 ×3

democratic ordinary  fermion mass  matrix  is given by

M=c

11

1
. (2.1)

It is diagonalized as

M  ->  F'MF  =  Mdi. =  coooooo

O03
(2.2)

where

F=

11h  -11V6  lfVii

-lfE  -11V6  1/Vi

  1 21V6  lfVii

. (2.3)

Then  two  zero  eigenvalues  and  one  nonzero  eigenvalue  are  obtained.

Because of  the  two  degenerate eigerrvalues,  the  first two  columns  in F  can

be transformed by any  2 × 2 orthogonal  matrix,  According to the experi-

mental  data, all the fermions have nonzero  masses  except  for the  lightest

neutrino,  which  has not  been  constrained  yet by any  experiments.  Hence

the  fiavor democracy  should  be broken. In the  USY  scenario,  this democ-

racy  is broken by the phases of  the elements  of  Yukawa  matrix  without

breaking the  democracy  of  the magnitude  of  Yukawa  couplings.  Then, a

mass  matrix  in the  USY  scheme  is given  as

M=c

eiA edy  eipt

eida eide eig

e'du eag  e@.

(2.4)
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The  masses  of  the first two  generations of  fermions are  generated due to

the  small  phases A . By  the  use  of  USY  mechanism,  it is explained  that

the third generation of  fermion except  for the neutrinos  is much  heavier

than  the  first two ones.

   On  the  other  hand, in the  neutrino  sector  it is shown  by the  data of  the

Super  Kamiokande  experiment  that the three neutrinos  have  small

nonzero  mass-squared  diffbrences. An  example  of  3 × 3 mass  matrix  which

provides three degenerate eigenvalues  is given in Refs.IIO-12] as

1ve =g

 g.ie3

1

1

1

 l--nie3

1

1

 1

 -SZie3

(2.5)

The  ML  is diagonalized as

                 2zi -2ni -2ni

(ZfMLq=gxdiag(e3  +1,e3 +Le3  +1) 
, (2.6)

where

     -!i
    e4
q=
    ts

 3nie3

1

1

1

 z.ie3

1

1

1

 Zxie3

･K  
,K=diag(-1,1,1)

 
.(2.7)

The  specific  features in this example  are  cv <Kg  and  the large phases
which  break the  flavor democracy  of  Yukawa  couplings.

   Moreover, two  specific  cases  of  ansatz  for the phase  structure  of  the

lepton mass  matrices  are  proposed  in Re £  [10,12].
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One[10] is as  fo11ows,

M) =  ci

e""  1 1

 1 ei" 1

 1 1 eib,

 ML  =cv

eia 1 1

 1 eia 1

 1 1 e'fi

(2.8)

where  a =  3vi; i(ililill , b =  il lil'f- , a  = ; n,  and  I3 =  i n This ansatz  provides

a  large angle  solution  for the atmospheric  neutrino  problem and  a  small

angle  solution  for the solar  neutrino  problem. However  the small  angle

solution  is not  favared by  the  experimental  results  of  the Super

Kamiokande,  Kamland  and  SNO.

   The  other[12]  is as  fbllows,

Mi  =  ci

ei" 1 1

1 eicr 1

1 1 e-i<a+b),ML-g

ei"･ 1 1

 1 ei" 1

 1 1 e-i2a

(2.9)

          m  9m
where  a=3;Sr,b=li;X,anda=lln  . This ansatzcan  explain  thelarge

angle  solutions  for both the atmospheric  and  solar  neutrino  problems.

To explain  the hierarchy for g  
'K

 q  , a  6 × 6 neutrino  mass  matrix  MLdw6

with  USY  is studied[12].  Then, the neutrino  mass  matrix  is given as

tviv.T][.
O

..
 }][Ui] (2.10)

where

MD  :Z

1

11 , M,  =P

1

11
. (2.11)
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ML6x6 can  be diagonalized as,

where

      Z2
Mofr  

"
 
'M

       pt

[m oof
11

1

M

O

.']

    ',

 MR  =u

111

,

(2.12)

(2.13)

Hence,  the existence  of  large right handed  neutrino  Majorana  mass  with

pt ])  A generates  one  small  but nonzero  mass  fbr the ordinary  neutrinos.

   On  the other  hand, an  alternative  mechanism  without  resorting  the

seesaw  mechanism  which  generates  three  extremely  small  neutrino  mass-

es  is proposed in Re £  [11]. It requires  the existence  of  fourth generation of

neutrino.  Then, three quasi  degenerate masses  near  zero  and  one  large

mass  are  given. In this model  the structure  of  the phase is proposed as

IL4 K

ein

1

11

  1

 ia(1+c)e1

1

  1

  1
 ia{1+fi)
e1

1

11eia
. (2.14)

   If.the three phases  are  very  small,  then  the  very  small  masses  of  the

three neutrinos  can  be explained.  It is noted  that this mechanism  can  be

realized  whether  the neutrino  mass  is given by Dirac or  Majorana  mass

term.

3.The  model

3-1 Ansatz

   A  new  vector-like  fermion model  with  USY  is presented  in this section.

E6  inspired vector-like  charged  leptons (E,EC ) ,
 right-handed  neutrino

and  vector-like  down-type quarks  ( D,DC  ) are  ineluded in the  model.  The
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quantum  numbers  of  these  particles under  Sq(3)xSU,(2)xU(1)  are

shown  as

E-(1,1;-1), EC -(1,1;1), v,  -･ (1,1;O),D-(3,1;-g), DC ･- (3,1;}) . (3.1)

The reason  why  the top quark  mass  is much  larger than  the bottom quark
one  can  be explained  by the existence  of  heavy  D  and  De [9], On  the

other  hand, in the lepton sector  the problem  of  mass  hierarchy between

the  neutrinos  and  charged  leptons is more  difificult to explain.  Quasi
degenerate neutrino  masses  are  generated by Majorana  mass  temi[12].

All the democratic fermion mass  matrices  are  shown  as

Ml  =g

ML=g

111

Md  =cd

1111

1111

rlll

kkkk

xxx111

xxx111

xxx111

111yyy

111yyy

111yyy

, M}  =cl

1111

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

k' k' kt kt

(3.2)

where  m.  
=m.

 
=md

 
=m,

 
=m..

 
=m..

 
=m.

 
=mp

 
=O.Then,

 we  assume  the

fo11owing conditions  as  ansatz.

1. The  left-handed Majorana neutrino  mass  terms are  present. (For exam-

  ple, these  Majorana  mass  terms  are  generated by the Higgs triplet

  [14]).

2. The strength  of  g  is the same  as  that of  Ci .

3. The  strength  of  k is the same  as  that of  k'.
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3-2 The  neutrino  mass  matrix

   Here, we  focus on  the neutrino  mass  matrix.  We  consider  the model

with  both the  leffhanded  and  right-handed  Majorana  and  Dirac mass

terms  as  the most  general neutrino  mass  matrix.  It is given by

tvz v{]q[
X,Y
 

,

Y

,][:i]
(3.3)

The  model  with  x  = O , that is, the ordinary  seesaw  mass  matrix  was  stud-

ied already[12].  In the present  study  we  consider  the  model  with  xtO  in

general. The  Ml, is made  block-diagonal as

ML'-g[
X6Y y9y]･

(3.4)

where

, (x+y)+ (x-y)2+4
y=

, (x+y)- (x-y)2+4
2

  x='

2
.(3.5)

Then  the submatrices  of  ML  are  diagonalized to obtain

ML  ..  "g

oooooo

oooooo

oo3x'ooo

oooooo

oooooo

ooooo3yt

' (3.6)

Here  fbur neutrinos  remain  massless.  Aecording to the  experimental  data

of  the Z  decay at  LEP, there are  three light neutrinos  which  couples  to

the Z  boson. If x<:1  and  y)>1,[MLding],, can  be small  and  the three

neutrinos  eoupling  to the  Z  boson are  light enough  to satisfy  the experi-

mental  bound. The  realistic  neutrino  masses  should  be generated  in the
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present USY  scheme.  The  number  of  available  USY  phases will  be enough

to reproduce  the realistic  mass  matrix.  This issue will  be investigated in a

future work

3-3 The  mass  charged  lepton matrix

   The  charged  lepton mass  matrix  is given  by

M}  =Ct

1111

1111

1111

k' k' kt kt

(3.7)

This is diagonalized as  fo11ows,

jFrL 2L4},Fl. =  cfiag  (e, O, O, 2c, mb) (3.8)

where

E} -

11Vli-1lVii   o

21Vg

-vh-11V6

lll, =

o

o

k'1 3(kt2+3)

1/V?T\5

11Vl! -11V6

  o 2iV6

-11j  -lfJIi

  o o

k'l 3(kt2+3)

11Vma5

 -11be  1!2

 -11be  ll2

 -11be  112

  31Vii  1/2

kt/ 3(kt2+3)

11nt

31 3(k'2+3)

k･IV?i-;i (3.9)

The  first three column  vectors  of  ,F]L  and  ER may  be changed  by any  3× 3

orthogonal  taransformation  because the first three eigenvalues  are  degen-

erate.
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4. Discussion  and  Summary

   There are  a  sufficient  number  of  degrees of  freedom in the USY  mech-

anism,  Eight USY  phases  in a  3 × 3 mass  matrix,  fifteen in a  4 × 4 mass

matrix,  and  eight  scale  factorsc 's, k, k', xand  y exist,  Moreover orthogo-

nal  transformations  may  be made  fbr the diagonalization matricesF  
's,

generating the  large lepton mixings.  To  decrease the number  of  parame-

ters in USY  models,  some  conditions  are  imposed as  ansatz.  In the pre-

sent  model,  we  have  proposed  the three condition6  as  fo11ows:

1. The  left-handed Majorana  neutrino  mass  terms  are  present.

2. The  strength  of  C"  is the  same  as  that of  q.

3. The  strength  of  k is the same  as  that of  k'.

We  hope that they  are  lead by  a  hidden symmetry.

   In the future work,  we  should  specify  the  range  of  the phases  of

Yukawa  couplings  and  that of  k' ,x,and
 y so  as  to reproduce  the exper-

imental lepton masses  and  mixings.
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